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Abstract 
The vast majority of the Swedish real estate companies are to some extent financed by debt and 
are dependent on external capital when expanding their business. Swedish real estate companies 
have traditionally financed their business through bank loans, but as a result of – among other 
things – stricter regulations, an increasing share of the Swedish real estate companies seek 
funding in the capital market, and corporate bonds in particular have emerged as an alternative to 
bank loans. 

In all types of lending, whether it is a bank loan or an investor who buys a bond, the lender must 
assess the credit risk of the company and / or the bond. This is to ensure the company's 
repayment ability and that the borrower gets sufficient compensation for the risk undertaken. 

In this thesis, the credit risk assessment process has been evaluated from two different 
perspectives to explore if there are any differences in the assessment conducted by banks and 
bond investors. In this thesis, it appears that the differences between the different parties' 
assessment are relatively small and that both parties evaluate approximately the same parameters 
and key performance indicators. 
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Sammanfattning 
De allra flesta fastighetsbolag i Sverige finansierar sig delvis genom externt kapital och är 
beroende av nya krediter när de vill utöka sin verksamhet. Svenska fastighetsbolag har 
traditionellt sett finansierat sig via banklån men på grund av bland annat striktare regleringar 
väljer alltfler fastighetsbolag att söka finansiering på kapitalmarknaden, där framförallt 
företagsobligationer har växt fram som ett alternativ till bankfinansiering.  
 
I alla typer av kreditgivning, oavsett om det handlar om banklån eller en investerare som köper 
en obligation, måste kreditgivaren göra en kreditriskbedömning av bolaget och/eller 
obligationen. Detta för att säkerställa bolagets återbetalningsförmåga och att långivaren får 
tillräcklig kompensation för den risk denne tar. 
 
I det här examensarbetet har kreditriskbedömningsprocessen utvärderats från två olika perspektiv 
för att se om det går att hitta några skillnader i bedömningen utförd av banker respektive 
obligationsinvesterare. Resultatet tyder på att skillnaderna mellan de olika parternas bedömning 
inte är särskilt stora utan båda parter utvärderar ungefär samma parametrar och nyckeltal.  
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Introduction 
 

The introductory section provides a background to the topic as well as a presentation of the objective and research 
questions of the thesis. 

 

Background 
Obtaining financing is an ongoing process for most expanding businesses and real estate 
companies are no exception to this. Investing in real estate is capital-intensive and most real 
estate companies require external funding in order to make new investments. In 2016, the 
transaction volume on the Swedish real estate market amounted to approximately SEK 200 
billion, corresponding to an increase of 35% compared with 2015 (Fastighetsvärlden, 2017). With 
high transaction volumes on the market, the need of financing is higher than ever and the 
financing of property companies is a relevant matter for all parties on the market – real estate 
companies, banks and investors are all affected. 
 
Parallel to the increased activity on the real estate transaction market, banks are exposed to 
tougher regulation and increased capital requirements, impacting lending volumes negatively. 
This, in turn, forces companies to seek funding in new ways (Reuters, 2012).  

Objective and research questions 
The main objective of this thesis is to compare the bank’s credit risk assessment when lending to 
real estate companies and the investment assessment that bond investors undergo when investing 
in corporate bonds issued by real estate companies. With the ever-changing credit market and 
interest rate levels in mind, the aim is also to investigate how the assessment process for both 
banks and bond investors has developed in recent years. With previous research in mind and the 
main objective of the thesis three main research questions will be answered.  
 

1. What are the differences and similarities of the risk assessment process when banks lend 
money to real estate companies and when investors invest in real estate bonds? 

2. How has the risk assessment process changed during the past 5-10 years? 
3. With a horizon of 5-10 years, how will the capital market and banks’ lending to real estate 

companies develop according to the banks and bond investors? 

Limitations 
This thesis has been limited to only include banks and bond investors active in the Swedish 
market. 

Relevance 
Most real estate companies rely heavily on debt funding and, since real estate represent a large 
share of the capital market, both banks and institutional investors need to have some exposure to 
these companies should they want to deploy their capital. Given the size of the market, it is 
important for both lenders and borrowers to understand how to determine adequate risk 
premiums for real estate related credits.  
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The thesis is therefore of relevance for Swedish real estate companies. Having more knowledge 
on how the risk assessment process is carried out can be favorable for real estate companies 
when applying for new loans or issuing bonds.  
 
In addition, banks and bond investors can benefit from knowing how other parties carry out the 
risk assessment of real estate companies. Differences in the risk assessment process between 
banks and bond investors are interesting for the two parties as it can help them developing their 
own processes by learning how other parties on the market execute the risk assessment process.    
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Theoretical framework 
 

The theoretical framework section aims to explain the theories and knowledge that the reader 
needs for reading and understanding the result, analysis and discussion. 

 

Real Estate Financing 
For companies that desire to expand their business, the availability of funding is crucial. Capital 
for business expansion can be gained in numerous ways but they can be categorized in two main 
ways: equity and debt financing (Sherman, 2012). Equity can be raised by offering shares to the 
general public or through directed issued. Debt financing can either be raised through banks 
(bank loans) or through the capital market, where a number of instruments are available, such as 
corporate bonds, commercial paper etc.  

Bank loans 
Sweden has a bank-oriented financial system. This means that relatively few companies seek 
finance on the capital market and that the majority finance investments via the banking system. 
This applies for the real estate companies in Sweden as well which have had a tradition of 
financing their business through bank loans (Donner and Svensk, 2012). 
 

 
Figure 1, Senior Bank Lending To Swedish Companies by Maturity (Pangea Property 
Partners, 2017) 
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The figure shows the development of senior bank lending to Swedish companies from 2002 to 
2016. The nominal amount has steadily been increasing the whole period despite for a 2-year 
period of decline after the financial crisis in 2008.   
 
However, banks in Sweden have recently been more restrictive when lending to real estate 
companies. The more restrained approach is mainly due to expected further regulations. Another 
factor explaining the banks more reluctant attitude towards real estate lending is new directions 
from Finansinspektionen, which came into practice during 2016. The regulations from 
Finansinspektionen stipulate how the banks should calculate risk weights which results in higher 
capital requirements, causing limitations in the bank's lending capacity (JLL, 2017).  

Secured debt 
Secured debt implies that the lender can hold collateral to secure the funds in the event of default 
of the borrower. This means that the asset can be sold by the lender to reclaim the money 
borrowed by the borrower. The collateral is, when it comes to real estate lending, mortgage deeds 
in an existing property (Geltner et al. 2006). According to Gonas et al. (2004) previous theories 
and evidence have stated that the primary reasons to secure commercial loans are “(1) 
information asymmetry and adverse selection problems, (2) moral hazard problems, and (3) 
borrower credit risk”. Their research showed that these factors all played significant roles when 
researching the question “When are commercial loans secured?”.  

Unsecured debt 
The term unsecured implies that there is no collateral or other charge over the borrower’s assets 
and hence the lender has not secured the financial claim (Arnold, 2005). Unsecured debt is 
associated with higher risk for the lender and therefore a higher cost for the borrower. 

Syndicated loan 
The principle of syndicated loans is that at least two banks agree to lend the borrower money on 
terms administered by a one single agreement. The agent bank is the bank arranging the loan and 
together with the borrower decides on the structure and terms for the loan. When the 
documentation is set and signed by all participating banks the credit it given to the borrower 
(Wood, 2007).  

Covenant 
A covenant is a restriction in the term or agreement of the loan stating that a defined undertaking 
will or will not be executed. The covenants include reference points with the aim to safeguard the 
bank’s investment and assure that the borrower maintains financially healthy.  Financial 
covenants often include requirements regarding the level of equity or liquidity (The Receivables 
Exchange, 2011).  

Interest rate 
On today’s date, the repo rate in Sweden is -0.5%, which is low from a historical perspective.  
Structural factors have boosted the global savings and hence have had the global savings increase 
faster than investments which have driven the global real interest rates down. The very expansive 
monetary policies carried out by several central banks have also an impact on the development of 
the interest rates.  
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Since June 2016 the market’s expectation on interest rate increase in US, Great Britain and 
Sweden have shifted downwards. The Swedish Riksbank has postponed planned interest rate 
increases and Bank of England has further lowered the repo rate (Riksbanken, 2016).  
 
In February 2017 the Swedish Riksbank presented their prognosis for the repo rate as following:  
 
 2016 Q4  2017 Q1  2017 Q2  2018 Q1 2019 Q1  2020 Q1 
Repo rate −0,50  −0,50 (−0,53)  −0,54 (−0,56)  −0,53 (−0,53)  −0,02 (−0,02)  0,49 
Figure 2, Prognosis for repo rate (Percent, quarterly average), the assessment in the Monetary Policy Report in 
December 2016 in brackets (Riksbanken, 2017)  

Regulations 

Basel I, II and III 
One of the most known bank regulations and commonly referred to are the Basel regulations. 
The Basel Committee was established in 1974 by a group of central banks governors. With the 
ambition to limit the divergence in international supervision to prevent any inconsistency and to 
make sure that no bank could avoid supervision the Basel Committee gave rise to international 
cooperation in terms of supervision.  
 
Basel I or the Basel Capital Accord was established during the 1980’s and the 1988 Accord 
required an 8% minimum ratio of capital to risk-weighted assets. In June 2004, a new framework 
was released, more commonly known as Basel II. The updated framework consisted of three 
pillars:  

1. Minimum capital requirements 
2. Supervision of capital adequacy and internal assessment process 
3. Disclosure effectiveness  

After the global financial crisis in 2008 there was further need for stronger regulations and the 
Basel II regulation was revised (BIS, 2016). It was stated that the current Basel II did not 
adequately capture the risk of the banks. Being able to withstand losses and reduce the likelihood 
of a new financial crisis of same magnitude as the one in 2008 were the main drivers for the new 
regulations. With Basel III, the banks need to have more capital and new requirements regarding 
the banks liquidity was announced.   

Basel III affected the banks by:  

1. Higher capital requirements compared with Basel II 
2. Regulations in what can be included in capital. Limitations on how much of the capital 

that may be invested in financial institutions 
3. More restrictions on how risk-weighted assets are calculated 

The new regulations were introduced stepwise with start in 2013 and should be fully 
implemented by 2019 (Riksbanken, 2011). 
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The European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS)  
In 2010, the European System of Financial Supervision was introduced within the European Union. ESFS 
aims to supervise the financial system including both a macro and micro perspective. In the ESFS there 
are tree European Supervisory Authorities (ESA) – the European Banking Authority (EBA), the 
European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) and the European Insurance and Occupational 
Pensions Authority (EIOPA) (European Commission, 2017).  

The supervisory authorities in each country (Finansinspektionen in Sweden) are however 
governing the supervision of individual financial institutions in the respective country – the aim 
of the European Supervisory Authorities is to augment the performance of the internal markets 
by providing overall European regulations and supervision (European Banking Authority, 2017).  

EBA Guidelines on Internal Governance (GL44) 
Internal governance is defined as “that every credit institution has robust governance 
arrangements, which include a clear organizational structure with well defined, transparent and 
consistent lines of responsibility, effective processes to identify, manage, monitor and report the 
risks it is or might be exposed to, adequate internal control mechanisms, including sound 
administrative and accounting procedures, and remuneration policies and practices that are 
consistent with and promote sound and effective risk management” (European Banking 
Authority, 2011).  

The guidelines present EBA’s view regarding appropriate supervisory practices within the 
European Financial Supervision System and how EU legislation should be applied in a particular 
area. Authorities affected by the guidelines (Finansinspektionen in Sweden) should follow them 
by incorporation in its supervisory practices, e.g. by changing the legal framework or by changing 
their supervisory procedures.  

Within the guidelines, it is stated that a financial institution should have an independent and 
comprehensive risk control function. The task of the risk control function should be to guarantee 
that all significant risks the institution is being exposed to are identified and handled 
appropriately by relevant entities within the institution. The risk control function should present 
comprehensive description of all relevant risks to the management body. The risk control 
function shall safeguard effective risk management processes within the institution (European 
Banking Authority, 2011).  

Finansinpektionen’s New Rules on Governance, Risk Management and Control in Credit 
Institutions 
In 2014, Finansinspektionen in Sweden decided on new rules regarding governance, risk 
management and control in credit institutions. Before the decision, many of the regulations on 
governance, risk management and control were based on Finansinspektionen’s General Advices 
and GL 44 – regulations that not were mandatory to comply. Therefore Finansinspektionen 
decided to establish binding rules, also primarily based on Finansinspektionen’s General Advices 
and GL 44.  

The new rules imply that companies should have a risk management framework containing 
necessary strategies, rules, processes etc. to ensure the company’s capability of identifying, 
measuring, controlling and reporting of the risk that the company is, or may be, exposed to. The 
daily risk management should be carried out within the business units but the company is entitled 
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to have internal rules on risk management decided by the board.  

Another noteworthy implication of the new binding regulations were that companies (primarily 
banks) have to review and assess a company’s risk in an internal critical review and not solely 
base the assessment on information from external credit rating agencies assessment of the 
company (Finansinspektionen, 2014).   

Bonds 
Issuing bonds is one way of ensuring debt financing. A bond holder lends money to a company 
and is in return promised a sequence of coupon payments until time of maturity, which can be 
seen as interest on the money lend. The face value of the bond is paid back to the bondholder at 
maturity (Arnold, 2005).  

The bond market 
In the past years, the market for corporate bonds has grown rapidly. Both the number of 
corporations issuing bonds and the outstanding nominal amount of bonds has steadily increased 
during the past ten years (Riksbanken, 2015). For the real estate sector, the total volume of 
outstanding bonds issued by property companies on Nasdaq OMX increased from SEK 36 
billion in 2015 to almost SEK 51 billion in 2016 which correspond to an increase by 41%. 15.7% 
of the listed property companies’ interest-bearing debt was made up by corporate bonds in the 
end of 2016. This was a new record for the Swedish real estate market (Catella, 2017).  

 
Figure 3 Outstanding bond volume and share of interest-bearing debt (Catella, 2017) 
 
A primary market and a secondary market make up the market for corporate bonds in Sweden. 
The primary market refers to the market where companies issue the bonds. Issuing a bond on the 
market is done in collaboration with a bank (or sometimes some other representative). Secondary 
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trading (including a possible repurchase of the bond by the issuing company) takes place on the 
secondary market (Bonthron, 2014).  
 
According to Danske Bank Markets Credit and Corp Bond Research (2017), the real estate sector 
accounts for 37% of the volume of the total Swedish corporate bond market. A soaring number 
of property transactions, lowered yield requirements and increasing rent levels have during the 
past five years accelerated the growth of Swedish real estate companies, which has increased the 
general funding demand. Combined with a willingness to diversify funding sources and new bank 
regulations, this has resulted in an expansion of the bond volumes issued by the sector.  
 
Danske Bank Markets Credit and Corp Bond Research (2017) views the growth of the real estate 
bonds as positive. With more companies entering the capital market, funding of the companies 
can be more diversified Danske Bank however addresses the fact that the corporate bond market 
in Sweden to a large extent consists of real estate bonds aggregates the risk to one sector for the 
bond investors. If not any other funding sources of real estate companies are added; holding such 
large share of the total bond market will limit further growth. 

Official Bond Ratings 
Preceding a bond investment, the investor wants to ensure the credit quality of the company 
issuing the bond and the company’s ability to fulfill its payment obligations. Credit ratings issued 
by rating agencies are often used to facilitate the investment decision.  
 
The credit rating should reflect the relative risk that a company, bank or state would not fulfill its 
payment obligations on time. The methodology of the rating agencies credit analysis can be 
divided in two parts. One part of the analysis addresses the company’s business risk. When 
assessing the business risk, factors such as managerial ability, industry risk and the company’s 
position within the industry are addressed. In addition to the business risk, the financial risk of 
the company is also assessed. Analyzed aspects are stability, level of profitability, liquidity, 
leverage and financial policies. The two parts are weighted together resulting in a final credit 
rating of the company. The most known rating agencies are Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s and 
Fitch.  
 
Investment grade is a concept commonly referred to within rating. Investment grade includes 
ratings above BBB-. Ratings below BBB- (BB+ and lower) are often called “high yield” or “non-
investment grade” ratings (Landeman and Bergin, 2014).  
 
Below, the rating scales of the previous mentioned rating agencies are presented.  
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Standard & Poor’s Moody’s Fitch  
AAA Aaa AAA Investment Grade 
AA+ Aa1 AA+  
AA Aa2 AA  
AA- Aa3 AA-  
A+ A1 A+  
A A2 A  
A- A3 A-  
BBB+ Baa1 BBB+  
BBB Baa2 BBB  
BBB- Baa3 BBB-  
BB+ Ba1 BB+ Non-Investment Grade/High Yield 
BB Ba2 BB  
BB- Ba3 BB-  
B+ B1 B+  
B B2 B  
B- B3 B-  
CCC+ Caa1   
CCC Caa2 CCC  
CCC- Caa3   
CC Ca CC  
C  C  
D C D  
Table 4, Rating Agencies Rating Scales (Landeman and Bergin, 2014) 
 
Getting an official rating issued by a rating agency is paid for by the company requesting the 
rating. The fact that the companies pay for their own rating has, over the years, been criticized. 
Also the rating agencies capabilities to change the credit rating in the right time have been 
questioned. An example demonstrating this was in 2008, when Lehman Brothers filed for 
Chapter 11 (A chapter in the U.S Bankruptcy Code), still with a credit rating within the category 
of investment grade (Landeman and Bergin, 2014) 

Regulations 
Issuing bonds on the Swedish market is regulated in the Swedish law, primarily within the 
Securities Market Act (2007:528). 
 
In a report from 2011, Gunnarsdottir and Lindh stated that the Swedish corporate bond market 
is underdeveloped and a lot of work has to be done in order to improve it. Gunnarsdottir and 
Lindh highlight the lack of transparency and the absence of available statistics on bank loans and 
corporate bonds.   
 
It is, according to Gunnarsdottir and Lindh, crucial to develop the Swedish corporate bond 
market in order to improve the market and more clearly highlight the credit risk on the market. 
With a more developed market for corporate bonds in Sweden, the issuers of corporate bonds 
would get a wider array of investors to address and hence better opportunities to obtain long-
term funding of their businesses.  
 
The current rules of the securities market are based on Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive (MiFID), which were adopted in the European Parliament and the Council in 2004. 
Finansinspektionen decided in 2007 on “Finansinspektionens föreskrifter om 
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värdepappersrörelse”, FFFS 2007:16 under which the security market complies. In May 2014, 
new and updated regulations named MiFID II and Markets in Financial Instruments (Mifir) were 
adopted in the European Parliament and Council. The reasons to the updated regulations are 
experience from the latest global financial crisis and the fast development of new products and 
services on the market (Finansinspektionen, 2017a).  
 
In a referral memorandum from Finansinspektionen in dated in March 2017, new regulations 
based on MiFID II and Mifir are presented. With the new regulations, the transparency 
requirements are transformed to better suit the requirements in MiFID II and Mifir. In the 
current law (2007:528), publication of trade information only applies to stocks traded on a 
regulated market. The new regulations will however apply to several financial instruments 
regardless of which market the instruments are traded on (Finansinspektionen, 2017b).  

Risk 
In general terms, risk is the likelihood of something undesired occurring (NE, 2017). By limiting 
the scope and scrutinize the financial risks more deeply several different risks make up the 
concept of risk. As this thesis focus mainly on real estate financing on the credit market (bank 
loans and bonds), the risks advised in this chapter are risks associated with real estate financing.   

Credit risk 
Within the Swedish Riksbank’s policies for credit risk, credit risk is defined as “the risk of loss 
due to a counterparty or issuer not fulfilling its financial obligations” (Riksbanken, 2015). 
Riksgälden in Sweden has a similar definition and adds that the risk of loss of value arises from 
impaired credit. Systematic risk, land risk, settlement risk and counterparty risk are different parts 
of credit risk. (Riksgälden, 2017a).  

Liquidity risk 
The access of cash or equivalents on the market is defined as liquidity. Liquidity risk refers to the 
risk of a financial loss because one is not able to sell an asset at an acceptable economical level 
(Banks, 2015).  

Refinancing risk 
The risk of being incapable to refinance a current debt in whole or at beneficial conditions 
(Donner & Svensk, 2012). If the issuer is unable to refinance the loan or the bond at maturity, its 
ability to repay the principal may be lower. 

Market risk 
If the market prices move in an unfavorable way, the risk of loss is called market risk. 
(Riskgälden, 2017b).  

Inflation risk 
Defined as the risk that the nominal returns on an investment will not be enough to outweigh the 
loss in value because of inflation (Arnold, 2005).  

Interest rate risk 
The risk associated with changes in interest rate levels and hence that the value of assets and debt 
changes in an unfavorable way (Riksgälden, 2017c). 

http://www.fi.se/sv/marknad/vardepappersmarknad-mifidmifir/om-mifidmifir/
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Credit Risk Measurement 
To quantify the credit risk is fundamental work within credit risk assessment. There is not one 
single number or figure that can state whether a transaction is acceptable or unacceptable. When 
undertaking a transaction which involves credit risk, several dimensions have to be evaluated. 
There are four according to Bouteillé and Coogan-Pushner (2013) parameters that together 
constitute the measurement of credit risk:  
 

1. “The Exposure: The amount of money at risk.  
2. The default probability: The likelihood that the counterparty will default. 
3. The recovery rate: The amount of money relative to the exposure that can be recovered 

in case of default.  
4. The tenor: The time period in which some or all money is outstanding.” 

 
Exposure represents the possible maximum loss of money in case of default. The exposure 
measurement is very useful as the concept is easy to grasp. However, the measurement of 
exposure is not always intuitive. Exposure can be measured through Gross Exposure, Net 
Exposure or Adjusted Exposure.  
 
Gross Exposure is the total amount outstanding to the counterparty and hence the amount of 
money the lender risk if the borrower file for bankruptcy. Net Exposure is the Gross Exposure 
minus the amount worth of the collateral. The Net Exposure reflects the loss in case of default 
when the collateral is sold. Adjusted Exposure, or Exposure at Default (EAD), is calculated by 
multiplying the Net Exposure with the expected usage given default (UGD). EDA represents the 
total amount expected to be lost at the time a borrower defaults.  
 
The Probability of Default (PD) is a measure which considers the likelihood of default. It is 
important to bear in mind that the probability can, at no time, be zero. It has previously been 
somewhat a common truth that governments cannot default. Governments can of course, with 
financial policies, rise funding to fulfill their financial responsibilities but in modern time there 
have been several examples of countries relying too much on borrowed money that later on had 
to be relieved from their financial commitments by financial institutions or other countries. 
When comparing short-term probability of default with long-term probability of default it is 
important to remember that it is increasing over time.  
 
Expressed as a percentage of the gross exposure, Recovery Rate refers to the amount of money 
that can be recovered if default were to occur. The recovery rate is affected by several factors, 
e.g. the seniority of the, the gross exposure and whether the loan is secured or not. 
 
Tenor is the time to reach maturity and is counted from the date the debt was issued (Bouteillé 
and Coogan-Pushner, 2013).  
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Literature review  
 

The aim of the literature review section is to summarize previous studies related to the topic of the thesis. 

 

Development of Credit Risk Measurement 
The ever so important area of financial credit risk assessment is an essential part of finance. Since 
the first attempt last century, much time and effort has been dedicated to this subject. To 
accurately assess financial credit risk and foresee default is of great importance for both the 
economy and the society. In the aftermath of the financial crisis in 2007-2008, increasing 
attention is paid to the area of credit risk assessment. Research on the topic of credit risk 
assessment was however done already in the 1930s (Chen et al, 2015).  

Early research and findings 
Altman (1968), evaluated ratio analysis and its analytical quality as academicians gave the 
impression that ratio analysis was to be eliminated in the academic environment because of the 
somewhat “unsophisticated manner” where the analysis had been presented. Altman’s model, 
more commonly referred to as the Z-score model, were developed using data from 66 
manufacturing companies of which half were in the bankrupt group and the other half were 
chosen randomly.  

For each of the 66 companies, 22 financial ratios were calculated and 5 of these ratios were 
chosen, using a multiple discriminant analysis, to best differentiate between a “healthy” company 
and a bankrupt company. The final discriminant function is shown below: 

𝑍𝑍 =  .012𝑋𝑋1 + .014𝑋𝑋2 + .033𝑋𝑋3 + .006𝑋𝑋4 +  0.999𝑋𝑋5 

Where 

𝑋𝑋1 =  
𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉
𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

 

𝑋𝑋2 =  
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
 

𝑋𝑋3 =  
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
 

𝑋𝑋4 =  
𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉 𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴
 

𝑋𝑋5 =  
𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
 

 
The Z-score calculated in the model indicates whether the company is considered “non-
bankrupt”, “gray area” or “bankrupt”. Altman’s model showed to be very accurate in forecasting 
bankruptcy. The study was however limited by sample of companies. All of them were public 
manufacturing corporations.  
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Altman and Saunders presented in 1997 a study covering the development of credit risk 
measurement over the last 20 years. According to the authors, the measurement had, with regard 
to several external forces, developed substantially over period researched. Important factors 
mentioned to contribute to the development were: “(i) a worldwide structural increase in the 
number of bankruptcies, (ii) a trend towards disintermediation by the highest quality and largest 
borrowers, (iii) more competitive margins on loans, (iv) a declining value of real assets (and thus 
collateral) in many markets and (v) a dramatic growth of o-balance sheet instruments with 
inherent default risk exposure“. Given the external factors, new models and measures have 
evolved, a development mainly driven by practitioners and academies.  

Subjective analysis and expert systems 
Subjective analysis and expert systems were, about 40 years ago, widely used to evaluate credit 
risk by most financial institutions. The method involves the “4 Cs” of credit, explained as 
character, capital, capacity and collateral, which bankers applicate in an analysis to arrive at a 
relatively subjective assessment (an assessment by an expert). However, Financial Institution 
have, according to the authors, moved away from subjective analysis and expert system to 
systems founded on a more objective view (Altman and Saunders, 1997).  

Accounting Based Models 
According to Altman and Saunders (1997), accounting based credit-scoring systems dominated 
the research at the time the article was written. These types of systems can be either univariate or 
multivariate models. A univariate model includes comparison of different accounting ratios with 
branch standards. In multivariate models, the key accounting variables are “combined and 
weighted” to achieve a measure of the probability of default or a credit risk score. If the 
probability or score is exceeding a point of reference, the application is rejected or has to go 
through further review. There are several approaches when developing a multivariate model and 
the undoubtedly most commonly used (in terms of publications) methodology approach is 
discriminant analysis model The ZETA® discriminant model developed in 1977 by Altman is 
one frequently used and referenced discriminant model.  

Other Credit Risk Measurement Models  
With respect to both time periods and countries, the multivariate accounting based credit-scoring 
models have appeared to function rather well. However, the models have faced some criticism as 
well. In response to the criticism, new approaches to credit risk measurement have arisen. “Risk 
of ruin” is a bankruptcy model and is based on the theory that a company goes bankrupt when 
“the market (liquidation) value of its assets (A) falls below its debt obligations to outside creditors 
(B)”.  

Other types of models mentioned in the article, includes models that assign implicit probability 
of default from the term structure of the yield spreads between risky corporate securities and 
default free securities. Capital market based models, e.g. mortality rate model are also mentioned 
in the article (Altman and Saunders, 1997).  

Marked Based Models 
Market based techniques of estimating default probabilities refers to models based on market 
information such as security prices. In order for a market based technique to be accurate and 
applicable, the secondary market for the security or derivate issued by the obligor has to be rather 
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liquid. Nevertheless, in order to obtain market expectations of the probability of default, prices of 
securities can be used (Chan-Lau, 2006).  

A More Recent Review 
Chen et al. (2015) reviewed the financial credit risk assessment and stated that a great range of 
approaches have been studied within the field of credit risk assessment, all with the aim to as 
accurately as possible evaluate the creditworthiness of loan applicants. In recent years, the area of 
machine learning methods has been researched in a larger extent. Examples of intelligent 
methods are artificial neural networks, decision trees and case-based reasoning. The authors 
mention however that no method has yet outperformed all other methods constantly over altered 
data sets.  

The authors conclude that in previous research, more focused was concentrated on financial 
ratios when constructing models to predict default. The models did not integrate macroeconomic 
information. In recent times however, the influence of macro economical parameters on 
companies’ performance has increased and hence models that include macroeconomic variables 
will probably increase the prediction capability.  

Integration of Other Parameters in the Credit Risk Assessment 
Application and integration of other parameters and factors in credit risk assessment is another 
well-researched area. Bonsall et al. (2017) examined if managerial ability were taken into 
consideration in the credit rating agencies assessment of credit risk. Findings of the research 
includes that the ability of the management is related with volatility of future performance where 
higher managerial skill is related with lower volatility of future outcomes. Hence, greater 
management capability can, by the rating agencies, be seen as sign of reduced risk of default. In 
addition, the study also showed that greater management capability also was associated with more 
advantageous credit ratings. 

In order to further enhance the connection between managerial ability and volatility of future 
performance, CEO replacements were evaluated in addition to the model. The results showed 
that the extent of the connection between management capability and credit ratings is larger in 
those cases where the managers have a greater part in influencing the company’s future 
outcomes/results. As a final point, better managerial ability is related to tighter offering credit 
spreads suggesting that managerial ability is of great importance regarding debt market pricing.  

Weber et al. (2008) studied whether the credit risk is affected by a borrower’s sustainability 
performance (where sustainability includes economic, environmental and social performance) 
and if including another criterion enhances traditional financial rating criteria.  

A linear discriminant analysis was carried out to analyze if adding a sustainability criteria could 
increase the predictability of credit risks. The result showed that the inclusion of the sustainability 
risks in the traditional rating process could utilize the prediction of financial performance of the 
borrower. The authors concluded that the creditworthiness of a borrower is affected by the 
sustainability exhibited by the borrower.   

Credit Risk and Real Estate Companies 
Measuring credit risk in real estate companies was examined by Baixauli et al. in 2012. An 
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empirical study was carried out and the authors studied the probability of default using company 
data from countries within the European Union. The approach was to combine accounting-
based models with models based on market information given the fact that market based models 
provides current information reflecting both the expectation of the investors and 
macroeconomic variables and that accounting-based models only present past information. The 
results from their study disclosed that the structural models involved information that was not 
revealed in the accounting information.  

The study also showed that including probability of default from a structural model in the 
accounting-based model as an explanatory variable can increase the foreseeability of accounting-
based models. Hence, the authors highlight that there is no use in wasting time on choosing 
between accounting-based models and structural models and that a combination of the two 
models is preferable. Creditors, investors and banks within the real estate sector can all take 
advantage of a model combining the two approaches.  

Baixauli et al. (2012) mentions that recent literature proves no advantage for one of the two 
approaches. The models should be combined as the different approaches seize different features 
of credit risk. A study carried out by Agarwal and Taffler (2008) showed that there was marginal 
variation in terms of predictive accuracy when comparing market-based models with accounting-
based bankruptcy prediction models. Their study was however not related to real estate 
companies. 

Underwriting for Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities 
Grovenstein et al. (2005) investigated if lenders consistently adjust central underwriting ratios and 
pricing to display the risk of default in commercial mortgage loans. Previous studies including 
single-family residential mortgages confirm that there is a connection between the default risk 
and loan-to-value ratio but it has been hard to find the same relationship between default risk 
and loan-to-value ration for commercial mortgages in empirical studies. Their study included a 
large database of commercial mortgage backed securities transactions issued between 1997 and 
2001. Findings from the study show that loan-to-value and debt service coverage ratios are 
“endogenous to the process of underwriting”. This implies that lender consider other risk factors 
in credit management and pricing. In the study, the authors states that the results shows that how 
risky a loan is can be measured by the pricing spread covered in the underwriting process.  

Seagraves and Wiley (2015) introduced cap rate spread as a new metric for underwriting 
commercial mortgages, where the cap rate spread is defined as the spread between the cap rate 
and a fixed coupon rate. In their study, the authors found that the cap rate spread has a 
significant influence on the probability of non-performing loans which implies that, in terms of 
commercial mortgages, the performance risk is increased if the cap rate spread is low. The 
authors hence indicate that performance risk can be evaluated by the cap rate spread and that 
introducing cap rate spread condition in commercial underwriting can lower the performance 
risk.   
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Method 
 

In this section the method will be presented and the respondents of the interviews are introduced.  

 

Choice of Method 
This thesis seeks to explore and explain the research questions from two different perspectives – 
bond investors and banks. As the main goal is to examine the differences and similarities of 
banks and bond investors risk assessment process, a qualitative approach will be used. Also the 
questions regarding the development of the risk assessment process are best answered through a 
qualitative approach. 

Collection of Data 
Interviews were held with investors of bonds and with banks lending money to real estate 
companies in order to collect data and ultimately get a better understanding of the risk 
assessment process. The data collected in the interviews forms the basis for the empirical part of 
the thesis.  
 
Five respondents representing banks and four respondents representing bond investors have 
been interviewed amounting to a total of eight interviews. In addition to interviews with banks 
and bond investors, three credit analysts have been interviewed in two interviews to further 
deepen the knowledge about the credit market in general and risk assessment process in 
particular.  

Interviews 
The interviews have been carried out in a semi-structured way. Semi-structured interviews imply 
that the order of the questions can vary from interview to interview and that some questions 
might be eliminated in a specific interview. Additional questions might be needed when 
conducting semi-structured interviews in order to fully examine the research questions (Saunders 
et al, 2007). The interviews have had, on beforehand, a number of prepared questions. In some 
interviews, some of the questions have been disregarded if the topic had already been covered in 
answers to previous questions. Also some questions have been added where answers needed 
further explanation.  

Respondents 
The respondents were divided into three groups – Bond Investors, Banks and Credit Analysts. 
Bond investors = Professionals who work with investing in interest-bearing assets such as bonds.  
Bank representatives = Professionals who work with origination of real estate bank loans. 
Credit Analyst = Analysts who cover the real estate sector.   

 
The aim of dividing the respondents into subgroups was to address the research questions from 
different perspectives. The respondents have been chosen with respect to their knowledge of 
their specific area of interest. All respondents were related to the Swedish real estate credit 
market and relevant to interview when answering the research questions.  
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Bank representatives 
Company Respondent Position Date 
SEB Erik Ranje Structured Real Estate Finance 2017.04.19 
Swedbank Mattias Malmberg  Senior Originator 2017.04.28 
Swedbank Sören Jonsson Senior Real Estate Analysis  2017.04.28 
Aareal Bank Birgitta Leijon General Manager 2017.04.27 
Nordea  
 

Magnus 
Richardsson 

Head of Commercial Real Estate, 
Sweden 

2017.05.02 
 

Table 1, Table of Bank Representatives respondents 

Bond Investors 
Company Respondent Position Date 
Spiltan Fonder Nicklas Segerdahl Assistant Fund Manager 2017.04.19 
Alecta Julian Jonsson Portfolio Manager 2017.04.25 
Lannebo Fonder Karin Haraldsson Fund Manager 2017.04.27 
Kammarkollegiet Jonas Ryding Portfolio Manager 2017.05.03 
Table 2, Table of Bond Investors respondents 

Credit Analysts 
Company Respondent Position Date 
Danske Bank Louis Landeman Head of Credit Analysis 2017.04.21 
Nordea Ulf Larsson Senior Credit Manger  2017.04.28 
Nordea 
 

Anders Hökstrand 
 

Chief Credit Analyst, Commercial 
Real Estate 

2017.04.28 
 

Table 3, Table of Credit Analysts respondents 
 
The data collected have, after the interviews, been summarized for each interview respectively. In 
the cases where the interviews were recorded, the interviews have been transcribed to facilitate 
the analysis of the collected data. Not all interviews have been recorded, and in the cases when 
the interviews were not recorded, data was collected through taking notes. After all the data have 
been summarized it has been analyzed to eventually constitute the results of this thesis.  
 
Data collected during the interviews that do not relate to the research questions have been 
disregarded when the findings were summarized. All respondents have given their approval to be 
named in this thesis and all respondents have been given the opportunity to read the results after 
the interviews.  
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Credibility of the study 
 

Reliability and Validity are the topics of this section aiming to provide the reader with insight 
of the credibility of the study 

 

Reliability 
Reliability concerns the matter of how the study’s data collection or analysis will result in 
persistent findings. In other words, can the same results be obtained if the study were to be 
carried out again later on? (Saunders et al. 2007). 
 
A qualitative method with interviews as main data collection technique will have some problem 
with lack of reliability as the interviews are not possible to fully recreate. The respondent might 
express thoughts about the future today which will be changed tomorrow and that will of course 
affect the reliability.  
 
Also the number of respondents in a qualitative method is a matter of concern for the study’s 
reliability. Usually it is not feasible to collect data from the same number of different sources as 
in a quantitative analysis. This fact concerns the reliability of a qualitative method, making it 
harder to generalize the results.  

Validity 
The concept validity refers to whether the collected data is relevant for the research problem, i.e. 
have the measurements of the study actually measured what it is intended to measure? (Saunders 
et al. 2007). With a qualitative method the quality of the measurement is of great importance as it 
constitutes the results and the findings in the thesis.  
 
To increase the validity of the thesis, the respondents have been chosen with respect to their area 
of expertise. All respondents have also been distributed the summarized results to control and 
comment on the results.  
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Empirics  
 

In this section, a summary of the interviews is presented.  

 

View of the Credit Analysts 
Louis Landeman, Head of Credit Analysis, Danske Bank 
Ulf Larsson, Senior Credit Manager and Anders Hökstrand, Chief Credit Analyst Commercial Real Estate,  
Nordea  
 
Landeman works as Head of Credit Analysis at Danske Bank, covering the credit market with 
focus on real estate companies. Danske Bank Credit Research is doing credit analysis and acts as 
an independent unit within Danske Bank Markets. Larsson works as Senior Credit Manager and 
Hökstrand is the Chief Credit Analyst for Commercial Real Estate. Both Hökstrand and Larsson 
have long experience of credit assessment and analysis within the real estate sector  

Access to Capital 
The current low interest rate environment strongly benefits real estate companies, as capital is 
usually their single largest cost item. Regulations for banks, e.g. the Basel regulations, which 
involve higher capital requirements for the banks, ultimately force the banks to prioritize on how 
to lend money and at which price. It also limits lending to new companies. This implies that real 
estate companies must seek other ways to raise capital. According to Landeman, it is relatively 
easy for real estate companies to fund themselves on the capital market. At present, there is a 
negative repo rate in Sweden and there is therefore an increasing demand for alternative 
investments, such as corporate bonds. In addition, there is also a large inflow of capital into 
funds, which need to be invested. There have been relatively few bankruptcies in Sweden in 
recent time and the risk premium between corporate bonds and government bonds has 
decreased.  
 
Larsson and Hökstrand have a similar view on the access of capital for real estate companies. 
When discussing the capital market, according to Larsson and Hökstrand, one has to define what 
kind of capital one is targeting. However, investment capacity is good, and has been for a long 
time, partly because of the interest rate situation in Sweden. Investors seek return on their capital. 
The yield requirements have fallen recently, which is a sign of willingness to invest.  
 
However, Landeman mentions that the real estate market is a major part of the SEK corporate 
bond market and that there is a risk that the market will be saturated. This may cause the risk 
premium to increase (ceteris paribus) as investors seek diversification. The largest companies 
have now become relatively large, making it hard to find sufficient volume in the Swedish bond 
market and hence seek funding overseas. This potentially creates possibility for new companies 
to fund themselves in the Swedish market. In the process of entering the international capital 
markets, real estate companies need official ratings in order to issue bonds. 
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Leverage in Real Estate Companies and Impact of Low Interest Rate Environment 
The view of Larsson and Hökstrand is that real estate companies primarily have benefited from 
the low interest rates. In terms of cash flows, real estate companies have benefited from the low 
interest rate environment and the value of the portfolios has increased. The real estate companies 
may have been disadvantaged in such a way that they have interest rates hedges which now have 
resulted in negative values which ultimately affect the equity. One should however remember that 
these negative values are reduced as the hedges expire. 
 
According to Landeman, one should be careful to express whether the leverage of a company is 
high or low and there is a big variation between the companies. One should instead highlight 
whether the lender gets paid for the risk undertaken when lending the money. However, given 
that the real estate sector has a large share of the capital market, there is some refinancing risk 
and therefore it may be good for real estate companies to reduce their LTV ratios. Different 
companies have different strategies, and some may earn more money remaining at a high leverage 
rate, but it is not right or wrong – one should look at the risk one as an investor / lender are 
willing to take. Hökstrand and Larsson mentioned that it is important to define what a high loan 
ratio is. But as the valuations have risen, the leverage has declined relative to what it looked like 
10-15 years ago.  

Shadow rating 
Neither Danske Bank nor Nordea makes shadow ratings on the real estate companies. Shadow 
ratings were regulated by ESMA in autumn 2016. Landeman mentions that ESMA probably 
thinks there is risk of confusion with the rating agencies' official ratings and the banks' shadow 
ratings, explaining Danske Bank’s decision to publish its credit research without any explicit 
shadow ratings enclosed.  

Risk Assessment Methodology  
According to Landeman, the risk assessment process carried out by Danske Bank is similar to the 
risk assessment process of the banks and aims to answer the question "What is the risk that we 
will not get our money back?". The assessment is a total weighting of many different parameters. 
One of the objectives of the analysis is to express whether a bond is expensive or cheap in 
relation to index.  
 
Larsson and Hökstrand also highlights that the ability of repayment is the main focus in the risk 
assessment process. What is the borrower’s ability to pay interest and debt repayments? There are 
also certain conditions that the loan value and the collateral must be within. A property or 
portfolio may have a high value and thus a fairly low LTV, but it does not necessarily mean that 
the cash flow can service a high loan.  
 
Hence it is not just the LTV that is targeted in the assessment, the cash flow generated to make 
the payments of great importance as well. Evaluating the cash flow includes evaluation of the 
tenants and the terms of the contracts, the geographical location of the property/properties, the 
possible alternative use of the portfolio – can the portfolio be converted into another segment if 
the demand were to decrease? Also the physical condition of the properties and required 
investments are evaluated.  
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Regarding key performance indicators, Landeman mentions LTV, which is an indicator that in 
recent time have been affected by the increased market valuations. Other key performance 
indicators mentioned are Net debt/EBITDA and Loans in relation to cash flows.  
 
Larsson and Hökstrand mention similar key performance indicators. Net operating income/loan, 
which is a measure of cash flow relative to borrowing – there must be a good margin for paying 
interest and amortization. Interest coverage ratio, Debt service coverage ratio are evaluated as 
well as LTV. 
 
In order to further supplement the liquidity analysis, Danske Bank also conducts a business risk 
assessment. Questions such as: How stable is the company over time? How does demand look in 
the long run? Is the company focusing on housing or other segments such as industry? are 
evaluated with the aim to target the business risk according to Landeman. The key performance 
indicators are combined with business risk and all parts are then weighed together for a 
combined assessment. 
 
Also Larsson and Hökstrand addresses that all risks are linked together and the assessment is 
comprehensive and no potential risk can be excluded. Although the key performance indicators 
look good but the market is bad, the key performance indicators do not matter. The assessment 
includes an assessment of the finances, the Aareal Bank and the industry. 

Development of Risk Assessment Process 
The risk analysis conducted by Danske Bank has not changed very much over time, and it is 
basically the same factors and parameters that are assessed. However, of course, external factors 
may change, which must be taken into account as they arise according to Landeman.  
 
Nordea has a strict policy which it has been since the mid 90's and the policy is very strongly 
implemented within the bank. Looking back to five years ago, Hökstrand and Larsson do not see 
that there is a big difference in the assessment. Nordea has a long tradition of real estate 
financing and a developed approach towards which Nordea is working. 

Future of the Capital Market 
Regarding the future, Landeman believes it is reasonable for the bond market to continue to 
grow, but it is very difficult to say how much. Something that has been noticed is that more 
bonds are secured, but no substantial increase has been seen yet. In terms of regulations in the 
market, Landeman thinks there is not much to say. The regulations are what they are and it is up 
to banks, investors and real estate companies to adjust to them. 
 
Larsson and Hökstrand also see that more and more companies seek finance in the capital 
market. Another current trend is that more companies seek financing in the euro bond market. 
Real estate companies must have a good mix of financing - Bank loans, commercial paper, 
bonds, and preference share etc. At the moment there is plenty of capital and the companies 
have stable cash flows. The bond market can however be too expensive for some companies, and 
then the companies must go to the banks for funding. Also Larsson and Hökstrand do not 
express any opinion regarding the regulations.   
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View of the Bond Investors 
Nicklas Segerdahl, Assistant Fund Manager, Spiltan Fonder 
Julian Jonsson, Portfolio Manager, Alecta 
Karin Haraldsson, Fund Manager, Lannebo Fonder 
Jonas Ryding, Portfolio Manager, Kammarkollegiet 
 

Access to Capital 
Amongst the investors, consensus seems to be that there is good access to capital in the Swedish 
corporate bond market. According to Nicklas Segerdahl at Spiltan Fonder, there has - as a result 
of the low interest rate environment - been an excess of liquidity in the bond market. Karin 
Haraldsson at Lannebo Fonder highlights the fact that the volume of outstanding bonds is 
increasing, driven by a strong supply of new issuers. According to Ryding the access to capital for 
real estate companies has been good in recent years as well. Real estate companies' share in SEK 
bond market has grown quite considerably. Last year, more than 50% of all issued bonds were 
from real estate companies.  

Leverage in Real Estate Companies 
Real estate companies have mixed source of financing according to both Haraldsson and 
Segerdahl. Segerdahl highlights that even if it is cheap to borrow money from the bank, the real 
estate companies want to diversify their funding. If a problem would occur and the banks restrict 
the lending, companies in the sector will have a hard time. Hence, the real estate companies are 
keen on increasing their financing flexibility by not relying solely on banks but to have some 
funding in the bond market as well.  
 
Jonsson at Alecta expresses that Swedish real estate companies in general have a high leverage in 
a European perspective. What was quite significant after the financial crisis in 2008-2009 was that 
European shareholders in real estate companies wanted to reduce the financial risk in their real 
estate investments, and only wanted to take property risks. Financial risk could be found 
elsewhere. Hence, according to Jonsson, there has been a trend that real estate companies have 
reduced leverage since the financial crisis in Europe 2008-2009. Swedish property companies 
have also done it, but not at all to the same extent. As a result, Swedish companies have high 
leverage in an international comparison. 

Impact of Low Interest Rate Environment 
The opinion of the investors is that the low interest rate environment Sweden currently is facing 
is somewhat disadvantageous for the investors and that the real estate companies are favoured by 
having cheap financing. According to Jonsson, it is difficult to find the return needed to reach 
undertaken commitments. And the consequences are that investors either have to take on more 
risk in order to achieve return, or accept a lower return. Haraldsson says that an investor get a 
base interest rate plus a credit spread and at the moment it is disadvantaging for investors 
because the coupon on real estate bonds with fixed interest rates are low.  
 
According to Ryding, if the investor has to buy bonds at a lower interest rate, the expected return 
will be lower due to the decline in interest rates. Everything else being equal, the interest 
investments become less attractive (given that the investor has a return commitment). 
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Implications from Regulation 
Regulations on the lending market, such as Basel III, have affected the capital market in such way 
that there are more companies seeking financing on the capital market according to Segerdahl. In 
2011 the banks became more restrictive in their lending which resulted in strong volume growth 
for the bond market as many real estate companies began to issue bonds, according to 
Haraldsson. Jonsson says that neither institutions nor retail investors are directly affected by the 
Basel regulations because it is a bank regulation. But if the banks raise the cost of holding real 
estate loans, bond investors will follow suit and raise their return requirements.  

Risk Assessment Methodology 
Lannebo Fonder’s analysis is based on a quantitative part, an analysis of the property portfolio as 
well as on a number of non-financial metrics and soft values. 
 

• The financial analysis covers everything from profitability (on EBITDA level), cash flow 
generation and balance sheet analysis. Examples of financial metrics include interest 
coverage ratio and LTV. A thorough analysis is made of the debt portfolio, including an 
assessment of loan maturity profiles and fixed interest rate durations and how these 
match the average remaining lease length.  

• The soft values include an assessment of the company’s management, its strategic 
direction and how aggressive growth ambitions the evaluated company has. 

• The property portfolio analysis includes outlining the company’s property segments (i.e. 
residential, office, logistics etc.), its geographic locations and its average remaining lease 
length.  

 
Spiltan Fonder also base the assessment on financial metrics, the property portfolio and non-
financial metrics primarily targeting the company.  
 

• Analysis of financial metrics includes evaluation of LTV, profitability (EBITDA levels) 
and Interest Coverage Ratio. Attention is also paid to generation of cash flow and debt 
structure. 

• The company analysis is one of the main focuses in the risk assessment process. The 
management and owner are carefully evaluated and an ideal company to invest in has 
both a strong owner and a successful track record which Spiltan Fonder is familiar with 
from earlier investments.  

• The property portfolio analysis focus is directed towards vacancy levels, operating risk 
amongst the tenants, geographic location of the properties and which segment the 
properties are allocated within.  

 
Jonsson mentions that the risk assessment is executed slightly differently depending on if the 
debt to be invested in is secured or unsecured. If it is unsecured, the risk assessment process 
includes similar parts as mentioned by Spiltan Fonder and Lannebo Fonder.  
 

• Covered key performance indicators in the assessment are Interest Coverage Ratio, LTV 
and Debt yield. A profound scrutiny of the maturity structure of outstanding debt as well 
as the cash flow generation is executed. The cash flow is evaluated both 12 months 
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backwards and 12 months forward. The fair market value of the rental income is also 
covered to target if the rents currently are above or below fair market value. The aim of 
evaluating the fair market value is to estimate a normalized operating net that is 
sustainable over time. 

• The company is evaluated with focus on previous performance of the company.  
• Portfolio analysis takes account of the geographical location of the properties, the 

property segment and the list of tenants. Centrally located properties with several tenants 
are preferred over the opposite.  

 
According to Ryding, the rating agencies' official rating of the issuer might be somewhat 
supportive to their assessment but Kammarkollegiet the rating agencies ratings are not trusted 
blindly – an internal assessment is always carried out. Ryding addresses that the assessment is not 
entirely mechanical.  
 

• Financial metrics evaluated includes ongoing quarterly reporting of LTV, profitability 
(Debt/EBITDA), Interest Coverage Ratio and cash flow relative to debt. Current 
funding structure including average interest rate durations in loans and other external 
bonds is considered in the assessment. Also credit agreements are scrutinized during the 
risk assessment process. 

• Managerial signals are considered in the assessment. Assessment related to the property 
portfolio includes identifying the segments represented in the portfolio.  

• The market pricing of other bond issuers is also regarded in the assessment resulting in 
an assessment mirroring both the pricing and the internal assessment.  

 
According to Segerdahl, Spiltan has an internal investment process that includes placement 
committee and checklists. Kammarkollegiet has no credit committee; it is placement 
instruction/placement policy that governs which bonds allowed be invested in and not.  
 
According to Haraldsson, Lannebo Fonder has internal limits in all portfolios regulating what 
level of risk can be undertaken. An internal scoring of the company is conducted and it is not 
possible for the investor to rate the companies based on the company’s official rating. But there 
is no credit committee like the banks have. 

Development of Risk Assessment Process 
The assessment has probably changed slightly since 2011 or 2008 according to Haraldsson and is 
more conservative and more focused on leverage now compared with before the crisis in 2008. 
Jonsson mentions that Alecta as an organization always tries to develop and strive to get better: 
do the assessment more carefully. However, the assessment has not changed very much during 
the past 5 years; the continuous work done by Alecta is more focused on development.  
 
The question of whether the risk assessment process has change, Ryding says that the low 
interest rate level in general encourages risk taking. Many investors have become more risk loving 
and therefore one can assume that the risk assessment process has changed in some way. If an 
investor can’t deliver the promised return with their usual risk profile, investors might have to 
take more risk to achieve the promised return.  
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Future of the Capital Market 
Haraldsson and Ryding believe that the capital market for real estate companies will continue to 
grow. Ryding mentions that more market funding will probably be seen than before, when most 
of the funding came from bank financing. Haraldsson however address the fact the investors can 
not only buy real estate bonds; investors wants to buy bonds from other industries too, hence 
making it harder for smaller new real estate companies to enter the Swedish bond market. 
 
Jonsson comments on the growth of official ratings: more real estate companies are taking 
official rating. And when the companies take official rating, they are forced to lower the leverage 
to get a rating that they are satisfied with. Consequently, the leverage will shift down Jonsson 
adds. Segerdahl expresses some concern regarding the liquidity in the market when quantitative 
easing programs (i.e. buyback of bonds carried out by the Swedish Riksbank) will be reduced and 
the interest rate levels will start to increase. 
 
Segerdahl and Haraldsson mention that the transparency of the bond market could be better. 
Bonds are not traded on a stock exchange - it's not like the stock market where you see buy and 
sell prices and have an order depth to see what the orders are according to Haraldsson. Segerdahl 
adds that one need to have access to a Bloomberg portal in order to be able to set prices and that 
an investor needs a fairly big nominal amount in order to invest in bonds hence the bond market 
excludes many smaller investors.  
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View of the Bank representatives 
Erik Ranje, Structured Real Estate, Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken 
Mattias Malmberg, Senior Orginator, Swedbank 
Sören Jonsson, Chief Real Estate Analyst, Swedbank 
Leijon, General Manager, Aareal Bank  
Mattias Richardsson, Head of Commercial Real Estate, Nordea   
 

Access to Capital 
According to Ranje, the availability of capital for real estate companies is generally good: not 
great but quite good. There are relatively few banks in the Swedish loan market and it is basically 
the same banks that cover the Nordic countries. In addition, the banks are relatively similar, think 
quite similar and are – at the moment - relatively cautious in terms of real estate lending. 
 
Ranje adds that there is a difference depending on what kind of company you are. If you are a 
strong counterparty, investment grade, it's quite easy to access capital. For companies considered 
more risky, it is harder to access capital. So the real estate lending market is quite segmented. The 
borrower must have a strong name, have continuity, and have a relatively strong balance sheet - 
factors that are quite binary. This applies to both privately held and listed companies, and also for 
real estate funds and private equity firms.  
 
Richardsson, Leijon, Malmberg and Jonsson all seem to share the view expressed by Ranje. The 
access of borrowed capital is generally good but it is harder for smaller companies to fund 
themselves at the same price as large corporations and institutions.  
 

Leverage in Real Estate Companies 
According to all the respondents, the most common way of funding for real estate companies is 
still bank loans. After the banking crisis in 2008, alternative financing solutions have become 
more common according to Leijon. Jonsson mentions that many of the companies analyzed by 
Swedbank have, in the last 3 years, gone from approximately 35% of the company's funding 
from the capital market and 65% through bank financing to almost 50/50 today.  
 
Most real estate companies have a relatively balanced leverage according to Ranje - real estate 
companies are not particularly high indebted. There are of course exceptions, but in general the 
leverage is balanced. Richardsson also expresses that the leverage in real estate companies is 
relatively balanced. It has fallen over the last three years, but it is primarily due to the fact that the 
values of real estate have risen. Comparing Sweden with other European countries, Swedish 
companies have a relatively high leverage.  
 

Impact of Low Interest Rate Environment 
There seem to be consensus amongst the bank representatives that the real estate companies are 
benefiting from the low interest rates. The cost of financing has fallen substantially, which has 
made it possible to distribute capital to shareholders, reinvest or buy new properties according to 
Malmberg and Jonsson. Malmberg and Jonsson add that the high prices of properties, partly 
caused by the low interest rate levels, might be a disadvantageous for the real estate. 
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According to Ranje, the bank's counterparts benefit from the low interest rate environment, 
which implies that the risk has fallen also for the bank’s as a lender since it is easier for the bank's 
counterparts to pay interest and amortization in this low interest rate situation. SEB observes 
interest coverage rates that are 3-4 times in many of the transactions now, while in a normal 
interest rate market, 1.75 up to 2 times is a more common case.  
 
It is, however, generally considered easier to raise a higher margin (i.e. the spread between the 
interest rate of the loan and the bank’s cost for the loan) in a higher interest rate environment, 
which can be considered a disadvantaging aspect of the low interest rate environment for the 
banks according to Ranje. Also Malmberg mentions that the possibility of achieving a high 
margin for the bank is probably greater when the interest rate is 5% compared to when the 
interest rate is 2%.  
 

Implications from Regulation 
All of the respondents representing banks state that bank regulations (e.g. Basel III and IV) have 
significantly affected the banks and the banking sector. One major impact mentioned by Ranje is 
that capital requirements have been more restricted and the banks must allocate more equity in 
each transaction. This will, of course, lower the bank's return. Richardsson mentions that the 
credit market has primarily been affected in the last 5 years and, everything else being equal, the 
regulations leads to increased prices. According to Leijon the Basel regulations has greatly 
affected the lending market, and above all, this is the reason why alternative funding 
opportunities have grown.  
 
Malmberg and Jonsson mention that banks have to hold more equity in order to issue long 
duration loans to real estate companies. The purpose is, of course, to ensure that the entire 
banking system becomes more robust. But if the banks are going to meet the return 
requirements, everything else equal, the regulations will result in higher fees and higher margins 
for the borrower. 
 

Risk Assessment Methodology 
Regarding the credit assessment process, Ranje says that they receive information material, a 
prospectus that they are analyzing.  
 

• The portfolios cash flow is carefully evaluated to ensure the borrower’s repayment ability. 
Important Key Performance Indicators are LTV and Interest Coverage Ratio. 

• All tenants are evaluated in a model that stresses different scenarios. The stress test aims 
to find what impact a bankruptcy of a tenant, reduced rent levels and similar events has 
on the borrower’s ability to pay interest and amortization.  

• An assessment of the company is included in the credit assessment process. 
• At least one credit committee has to approve the transaction.  
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According to Richardsson, the risk assessment process at Nordea focuses much on analysis of 
the portfolio.  
 

• An analysis of the portfolio is carried out and involves analysis of the tenants, vacancy 
levels, rent levels, geographical location and the generated cash flow.   

• Company related non-financial metrics is evaluated including ownership, management 
and the company's business plan 

• Debt yield and LTV are mentioned as important Key Performance Indicators.  
• The transaction has to be approved by at least one credit committee. 

  
 
Swedbank aims to get a proper and profound assessment of the assets that are to be financed.  
 

• Within the Large Corporation division, site visits and inspection of the underlying assets 
are a natural part of the business process. An external valuation is required and 
constitutes the foundation of the assessment of the property’s value. 

• The portfolio evaluation aims to target property related characteristics such as area 
distribution, property segment and the cash flow. The cash flow analysis is a crucial part 
of the risk assessment as it states how much credit the evaluated portfolio can carry.  

• Important key performance indicators in the financial analysis are loan ratio 
measurement, either LTV or solidity, operating net related to interest-bearing liabilities 
and interest coverage ratio.  

 
Leijon also addresses the fact that both the subject and object is assessed i.e. both the borrower 
and the property/properties are evaluated. 
  

• Emphasis on the real estate analysis since the property/properties is the collateral of the 
loan. Tenants are evaluated as well within the real estate analysis.  

• The cash flow analysis is extremely important and sensibility tests and worst case 
scenarios for different parameters are carried out to support the credit decision. 

• Interest coverage ratio, leverage and yield on debt are mentioned as important key 
performance indicators.  

• Lending is however more than the properties - it also includes the people within the 
organizations and how they carry out their business. The process includes assessment of 
other parameters as well and the credit risk model is not the sole assessment which the 
case is based on.  

 

Development of Risk Assessment Process 
Regarding if the credit assessment has changed, Ranje responds that it has probably become 
more conservative. Looking back to 2004-2005, there were transactions made that probably not 
would be approved today. 
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Leijon mentions that the financial crisis in 2008 clearly divides the financial market in “before” 
and “after” and hence the assessment changed somewhat after the crisis. The banks are more 
regulated now compared with before the financial crisis and therefore the money moves to less 
regulated markets such as the bond market. The result is through-regulated banks complying with 
all the rules but the risk is moved to other sectors of the lending market.  
 
Jonsson mentions that during his 30 years within real estate analysis the assessment has definitely 
changed. Cash flow was not the main focus 30 years ago - credit was given based on valuations. 
Also the financial crisis has affected the assessment and cash flow analysis is of even greater 
importance now compared with before 2007-2008. Also stress tests are much more important 
now than before the crisis and Malmberg adds that there are also more stringent regulations from 
the Swedish Finansinspektionen that has affected the risk assessment after the financial crisis.  
 

Future of the Capital Market 
In the future, Ranje believes that alternative forms of funding will increase. The effect of 
regulations in the banking system is that funding is pushed out of the banking system and 
migrates towards bonds and capital market funding. The regulations will result in higher costs for 
funding in the banking system and it will, in relative terms, be cheaper and more flexible on the 
less regulated capital market. Ranje says that the trend is to be observed already: bonds and 
commercial papers have grown a lot over the last 5 years.  
 
Also Richardsson believes that a larger share of bonds and ordinary shares will be seen in the real 
estate companies’ balance sheets. However, there is limited space in the capital market 
constraining an extremely fast development. In the real estate sector, a larger proportion of 
"sustainable" funding will probably be seen - the share of green funding will increase over time. 
 
Leijon thinks the funding market for real estate companies will be rather unchanged but with a 
shift towards alternative funding. Bank financing will still constitute the majority of real estate 
companies funding. Nevertheless there is much capital in the systems and new, creative funding 
solutions will probably emerge.  
 
The capital market will be a major source of funding for the larger companies according to 
Malmberg and Jonsson. Major institutions, insurance companies, pension funds will probably 
continue to find ways of investing in real estate loans. They need to place money and they have 
long commitments. 
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Results  
 

Here the results of the interviews are presented in tables, highlighting key findings and Key Performance Indicators.  

 

View of the Credit Analysts 
 

Key Findings  Important Key Performance 
Indicators 

Relatively easy for real estate companies to fund 
themselves on the capital market 

 
Loan-To-Value 

Real estate sector is a major part of the SEK corporate 
bond market 

 
Net debt/EBITDA 

High/low leverage is dependent on risk profile and how 
high/low leverage is defined 

 Debt Yield (Net Operating 
Income/Loan) 

Credit risk assessment is comprehensive - cash flow, key 
performance indicators and evaluation of the company s 
the assessment 

 

Debt service coverage ratio 

No substantial change of the credit assessment in recent 
years 

 
Interest Coverage Ratio 

More and more companies will seek funding on the 
capital market in the (near) future implying that there is a 
growing need for alternative investments 

  

Table 5 and 6 Summary of Key findings and Important Key Performance Indicators according to Credit Analysts 
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View of the Bond Investors 
 

Key Findings  Important Key Performance 
Indicators 

Good access to capital for real estate companies in the 
SEK corporate bond market 

 
Loan-To-Value 

Investors are somewhat disadvantaged by the low interest 
levels in Sweden, resulting in lower returns 

 
Interest Coverage Ratio 

Focus on the company as well as key performance 
indicators and cash flow in the credit risk assessment 

 
Debt Yield 

Outstanding debt and its terms are reviewed the credit 
risk assessment 

 
Debt/EBITDA 

All respondents make their own risk assessment/rating of 
the bond issuer 

  

Other outstanding debt is important to consider in the 
risk assessment process 

  

The investors usually don’t have a credit committee   
Investment decision are based on internal ratings and 
credit assessment 

  

Corporate bond market will probably continue to grow 
according to the investors 

  

Transparency in the corporate bond market can be 
improved 

  

Table 7 and 8 Summary of Key findings and Important Key Performance Indicators according to Bond Investors 
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View of the Bank Representatives 
 

Key Findings  Important Key 
Performance Indicators 

The access of borrowed capital is generally good but it is 
harder for smaller companies to fund themselves at the 
same price as large corporations and institutions 

 

Loan-To-Value 

Harder for the banks to achieve higher margins in low 
interest rate environment 

 
Interest Coverage Ratio 

Credit Risk Assessment includes both the portfolio and 
the company 

 Operating net related to 
interest-bearing liabilities 

Careful evaluation of the cash flow and factors affecting 
the cash flow 

 
Debt Yield 

Somewhat stricter assessment after the financial crisis in 
2008 and 2009 

   

Stress tests and worst case scenario test – how much 
stress can the portfolio handle before the lender loses 
money 

  

Always at least one credit committee approving the credit   
Alternative funding, primarily funding from the capital 
market, is an emerging trend 

  

Table 9 and 10 Summary of Key findings and Important Key Performance Indicators according to Bank representatives 
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Differences and Similarities 
 

Key Performance Indicators  Other findings 
Similarities  Differences  Similarities  Differences 

Loan-To-Value  

No obvious 
differences 
found 

 
Focus on both the 
company and the 
properties  

Banks are obliged to have a 
credit committee whereas 
bond investors are limited 
by placement policies 

Interest Coverage Ratio   

 Evaluation of cash 
flow and factors 
affecting the cash 
flow 

  

Debt Yield   
    

Profitability measure 
(Debt/EBITDA or 

Operating net related to 
interest-bearing liabilities) 

  

    

Table 11and 12 differences and similarities between credit risk assessment of bond investors and banks  
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Discussion 

In the following section, the results are discussed.  

 

Access to Capital for Real Estate Companies 
Consensuses amongst the interviewed respondents seem to be that it is relatively easy for real 
estate companies to obtain funding at present. The vast majority of the companies in the sector 
benefits from the low repo rate in Sweden, which has significantly lowered the cost of capital. It 
is, however, in general, more difficult for smaller companies to find funding at the same terms as 
larger, listed companies.  

Low Interest Rate Environment 
The low repo rate in Sweden affects both the banks and the investors. For the banks, it is 
generally considered more difficult to achieve high profit margin in the lending business in 
periods of low interest rates, hampering the earning potential. Nonetheless, with the low cost of 
capital comes higher interest coverage ratios which benefits the banks and lowers the risk 
associated with borrowing. Bond investors are disadvantaged by the low interest rate levels in 
such way that gaining high return on invested capital is harder.  

The Risk Assessment Process 
Both the investors and bank representatives who work on a daily basis with bond investments 
and lending execute their own credit risk assessment/credit scoring. None of the interviewed 
respondents stated that they solely consider a company's official rating and use it as the basis for 
their credit risk assessment. Indeed, all real estate companies do not have official rating, but even 
in cases where rating is available; all interviewees still make their own assessment. Hence, the 
official rating can rather be seen as a supportive function than a decision basis.  

The research question “What are the differences and similarities of the risk assessment process 
when banks lend money to real estate companies and when investors invest in real estate bonds?” 
is relatively hard to answer given the limitations of the study. With findings from the interviews 
in mind, one can argue that the assessment carried out by the different parties does not differ 
particularly much. The aim with the credit risk assessment is – regardless of who performs it – to 
analyze the risk that a lender does not get his/hers money back. The study shows that the 
evaluated key performance indicators and important questions considered are rather similar. Both 
parties consider the management of the company an integral part of the risk assessment and cash 
flow evaluation is mentioned from both bank representatives and bond investors. However, 
none of the interviewed bond investors have a credit committee that has to approve the 
investment. The restrictions and constraints of the bond investments are instead usually regulated 
in clearly delegated mandates within investments can be made. All banks on the other hand are 
legally bound to have credit committees approving each loan.    
 
Bank loans are usually secured debt with collateral as security for the loan. When assessing the 
risk of a potential loan, the banks often get access to non-official information. Bonds issued in by 
real estate companies are, however, most often unsecured. When assessing the risk of a real estate 
bond investment the bond investors are not entitled to non-official information and have to 
assess the investment based on public information and information presented in investment 
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prospectuses. This aspect is noteworthy as it limits the bond investors’ opportunity to carry out 
the risk assessment with the same accuracy as the banks as the information available is 
constrained compared with the information available for the banks.  
 
The study is limited in such way that the internal credit risk scoring models and related 
assessment models are not accessible for external persons. Hence, no detailed information on 
exactly how the models work can be provided and compared. Only overall information and 
approaches expressed by the respondents can be compared. Also the relatively small number of 
respondents limits the possibility to draw any general conclusion from the empirical result.  
 
Disregarding the limitations of the study, the differences between banks and bond investors risk 
assessment process seem rather small. In the end, credit assessment is about ensuring that the 
counterparty can fulfill its payment obligations. The measures and key performance indicators 
suitable for risk assessments are the same for both parties and knowledge in credit risk 
measurement is not found in one party only. Both parties also have internal limitations from 
either investment policies or credit committees. This limits the officials’ possibility to include 
own judgments in the assessment process and can be an explanatory factor to why the processes 
don’t differ particularly much. 

Development of the Risk Assessment Process 
Regarding how the assessment has changed over time, there is, naturally, a different view 
amongst the respondent depending on their work experience. The respondents have experience 
from real estate financing/real estate bond investments varying from three years to more than 30 
years. Consequently, professionals with more than 30 years of working experience have 
experienced more business cycles and the development of the risk assessment. However, the 
process of risk assessment seems to, according to the findings in the interviews, has changed and 
became slightly more conservative after the financial crisis in 2007-2008. Reviewing the question 
in a longer time perspective however shows that the risk assessment process has changed 
tremendously. According to findings in the interviews, the valuations of a property constituted 
the foundation of the risk assessment and today focus have shifted towards cash flow and the 
income generated by the property portfolio.  

A possible explanation to the development of the credit risk assessment process is the more 
restrictive regulations. After the financial crisis in the late 2000s, banks were obliged to comply 
with more stringent regulations and bond investments were became more regulated as well. 
Ultimately, tougher regulations affect the credit process.  

Other possible explanation to why the credit risk assessment process has changed is the increased 
knowledge in credit risk. Over the past 50 years, knowledge of credit risk has increased 
enormously. Advances in research is one factor affecting the knowledge but also lessons learned 
during difficult times, such as financial crises, have increased the knowledge of credit risk. Losing 
money is undesirable for both banks and bond investors and no one wants to repeat the same 
mistake again. Consequently improving processes that can prevent a lender to lose money again 
will be a crucial task in avoiding losing money again. 

Also regulations are present for both banks and bond investors. Although banks and bond 
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investors are not governed by exactly the same regulations but the regulations have basically the 
same purpose – to ensure financial stability. This may also be an explanatory factor to why the 
risk assessment processes does not differ particularly much for banks and bond investors.  

Future of the Swedish Capital Market and Bank Loan Market 
One finding from the interviews is that there seem to be a general perception among both the 
investors and bank representatives that more and more real estate companies will seek funding 
on the capital market - and primarily from the bond market. With more funding from the capital 
market, the credit risk will be moved from the banks and transferred to the capital market and its 
investors. With this in mind, it is fair to believe that the risk assessment executed by the investors 
will develop even further as more capital will be allocated to the bond market. One can also argue 
that if the risk is transferred to a less regulated market (i.e. the bond market), the regulations 
might become more stringent to insure financial stability.  

Concluding Remarks and Suggestion for Future Research 
This thesis aims to answer three research questions regarding the credit risk assessment process 
of banks and bond investors. Due to the limitations of this thesis, it is hard to draw any general 
conclusion. However, the results from the data collection show that there are relatively small 
differences in which parameters and key performance indicators that are assessed by banks and 
bond investors. 

Researching this area has given rise to questions that would be interesting to further research. 
Some of the respondents mentioned the growth of green financing and a suggestion for future 
research is to explore if a green bond or loan will be assessed differently compared to a 
conventional bond or loan. Also to compare the credit risk assessment process between different 
countries would be interesting for future research. 
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Appendices 

Questions to Bank Representatives 
Allmänt om lånemarknaden 

• Hur ser tillgången på lånat kapital ut för fastighetsbolag rent allmänt? 

• Vilket är idag det vanligaste sättet för fastighetsbolag att skaffa kapital? Banklån, 
obligationer eller emittering av aktier? 

• Har fastighetsbolagen generellt en för hög, för låg eller balanserad belåningsgrad? 

• Hur gynnas respektive missgynnas ni som bank av det låga ränteläget? 

• Hur gynnas respektive missgynnas fastighetsbolagen av det låga ränteläget? 

• Hur har regelverk på lånemarknaden, såsom Basel III, påverkat lånemarknaden i stort? 

Kreditbedömning 

• Hur ser kreditbedömningsprocessen ut när fastighetsbolag söker lånefinansiering hos er? 

• Hur gör ni riskbedömning när banken lånar ut till fastighetsbolag? Vilka nyckeltal 
bedömer ni? 

• Hur ställs kreditrisk mot andra risker såsom marknadsrisk och operativ risk? 

• Hur hanterar ni uppföljning av beviljad kredit? 

• Finns det risker man väljer att bortse ifrån? 

• Gör man riskbedömning för hela löptiden eller kan den vara kortare? Längre? 

• Hur påverkas utlåningen av makrofaktorer såsom reporänta, världsläget och eventuella 
kriser på andra finansmarknader än den svenska? 

• Har bedömningen förändrats under de senaste 5 åren? 

Framtiden 

• Hur tror ni lånemarknaden för fastighetsbolag kommer utvecklas i framtiden? 

• Finns det regleringar på lånemarknaden som ni anser saknas? 

• Finns det regleringar på lånemarknaden som ni anser är överflödiga? 

• Tror ni man kommer gå mot en mer reglerad marknad eller en mindre reglerad marknad? 
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Questions to Bond Investors 
Allmänt om obligationsmarknaden 

• Hur ser tillgången på kapital ut för fastighetsbolag rent allmänt? 

• Vilket är idag det vanligaste sättet för fastighetsbolag att skaffa kapital? Banklån, 
obligationer eller emittering av aktier? 

• Har fastighetsbolagen generellt en för hög, för låg eller balanserad belåningsgrad? 

• Hur gynnas respektive missgynnas ni som investerare av det låga ränteläget? 

• Hur gynnas respektive missgynnas fastighetsbolagen av det låga ränteläget? 

• Hur har regelverk på lånemarknaden, såsom Basel III, påverkat kapitalmarknaden i stort? 

Investeringsprocessen 

• Hur ser investeringsprocessen ut när ni investerar i fastighetsobligationer? 

• Hur gör ni riskbedömning när ni investerar i fastighetsobligationer? Vilka nyckeltal 
bedömer ni? 

• Vilka risker bedömer ni väga tyngst i er riskbedömning? 

• Hur hanterar man dessa risker?  

• Finns det risker man väljer att bortse ifrån? 

• Gör man riskbedömning för hela löptiden eller kan den vara kortare? Längre?  

• Vad gör man om man märker att en investering börjar bli problematisk?   

• Hur påverkas obligationsinvesteringar av makrofaktorer såsom reporänta, världsläget och 
eventuella kriser på andra finansmarknader än den svenska? 

• Har bedömningen förändrats under de senaste 5 åren? 

Framtiden 

• Hur tror ni obligationsmarknaden för fastighetsbolag kommer utvecklas i framtiden? 

• Finns det regleringar på obligationsmarknaden som ni anser saknas? 

• Finns det regleringar på obligationsmarknaden som ni anser är överflödiga? 

• Tror ni man kommer gå mot en mer reglerad marknad eller en mindre reglerad marknad? 
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Questions to Credit Analysts 
Allmänt om kapitalmarknaden 

• Hur ser tillgången på kapital ut för fastighetsbolag rent allmänt? 

• Vilket är idag det vanligaste sättet för fastighetsbolag att skaffa kapital? Banklån, 
obligationer eller emittering av aktier? 

• Hur påverkar alternativa finansieringssätt, såsom preferensaktier och konvertibla 
obligationer, kapitalmarknaden? Hur påverkar det obligationsmarknaden? 

• Har fastighetsbolagen generellt en för hög, för låg eller balanserad belåningsgrad? 

• Hur gynnas respektive missgynnas fastighetsbolagen av det låga ränteläget? 

• Hur har regelverk på lånemarknaden, såsom Basel III, påverkat lånemarknaden i stort?  

Kreditbedömning 

• Hur ser kreditbedömningsprocessen ut när ni bedömer fastighetsbolag? 

• Vilka nyckeltal bedömer ni? 

• Hur ställs kreditrisk mot andra risker såsom marknadsrisk och operativ risk? 

• Finns det risker man väljer att bortse ifrån? 

• Gör ni skuggrating på fastighetsbolagen ni bevakar? 

• Hur påverkas bedömningen av makrofaktorer såsom reporänta, världsläget och eventuella 
kriser på andra finansmarknader än den svenska? 

• Har bedömningen förändrats under de senaste 5 åren? 

Framtiden 

• Hur tror ni kapitalmarknaden för fastighetsbolag kommer utvecklas i framtiden? 

• Finns det regleringar på kapitalmarknaden som ni anser saknas? 

• Finns det regleringar på kapitalmarknaden som ni anser är överflödiga? 

• Tror ni man kommer gå mot en mer reglerad marknad eller en mindre reglerad marknad? 

• Finns det några trender kring minskad/ökad vilja att att ställa säkerheter vid upplåning 
som ni tror kommer påverka framtiden på kapitalmarknaden?  

• Kommer den officiella ratingmarknaden för fastighetsbolag öka, minska eller vara 
ungefär på samma nivå i den närmsta framtiden? 
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